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Theorem 1.1 (Assmus-Mattson [1]). Let $Y$ denote a linear code of length $D$ over $F_{q}$ with
minimum weight $\delta$ . Let $Y^{\perp}$ denote the dual code of $Y$ , with minimum weight $\delta^{*}$ . Suppose
$t\in\{1,2, \ldots , D\}$ is such that there are at most $\delta-t$ weights of $Y^{\perp}in$ $\{1, 2\ldots. , D-t\}1$
or such that there are at most $\delta^{*}-t$ weights of $Y$ in $\{1, 2, \ldots , D-t\}$ . Then the supports
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[2] $Brou\backslash ver$-Cohen-Neumaier[3]
$x=$ $(x_{1}, x_{2}, \ldots , x_{D})\in F_{q}^{D}$ support weight
$supp(x)$ $:=\{1\leq i, \leq D:x_{i}\neq 0\}$ , $wt(x):=|supp(x)|$
$x,$ $y\in F_{q}^{D}$ Hamming $\partial(x, y):=wt(x-y)$
$F_{q}^{D}$ Harnming $\partial(\cdot, \cdot)$ Hamming
$H(D, q)$ $:=(F_{q}^{D}, \partial(\cdot, \cdot))$ $F_{q}^{D}$ $\mathfrak{S}_{q}$ $\mathfrak{S}_{D}$ wreath $G$ $:=\mathfrak{S}_{q}t\mathfrak{S}_{D}$
Hamming $\partial(\cdot, \cdot)$ $G$
$V$ $:=s_{P^{a1}k\{\hat{x}}$ : $x\in F_{q}^{D}$ } $\mathbb{F}_{q}^{D}$
Endc $\iota\nearrow$ $F_{q}^{D}$
$H(D, q)$ 2 $A\in End_{C}V$
$A_{xy}:=\{\begin{array}{ll}1 if \partial(x.y)=10 otherwise\end{array}$
$G$ Endq$G1^{V}$ $A$ 3
$H(D, q)$ Bose-Mesner $End_{\mathbb{C}[c]}V$
Terwilliger $\Lambda I$ $:=End_{\mathbb{C}[G]}V$ $M$ $D+1$
$A$ $D+1$ $\theta_{0}>\theta_{1}>\cdots>\theta_{D}$ 4




$0\leq i\leq D$ $E_{i}^{*}\in End_{\mathbb{C}}V$ $i$ subconstituent $Spal1_{\mathbb{C}}\{\grave{X} : wt(x)=i\}$
$E_{i}^{s}$ :
$(E_{i}^{*})_{xx}=\{\begin{array}{ll}1 if wt(x)=i0 other\backslash vise\end{array}$
. $0$ $:=(0,0, \ldots, 0)\in F_{q}^{D}$ $H$ $:=Stab_{G}(0)\cong$
$\mathfrak{S}_{q-1}1\mathfrak{S}_{D}$ $End_{C[H]}V$ $A$ $E_{0}^{*},$ $E_{1}^{*},$ $\ldots,$ $E_{D}^{*}$
5 $H(D, q)$ ( $0$ ) Terwilliger [13, 14,. 15]
$End_{C[H]}V$ Terwilliger $T$ $:=End_{C[H]}V$
3 The main result
:
2
3 [2, Theorem $1.3|$
4 $\theta_{i}=D(q-1)-qi(0\leq i\leq D)$ [3, Section $9.2|$
5 [8, Proposition 3]
132
Theorem 3.1 ([12]). Let $Y$ denote a (not necessarily linear) code of length $D$ over $F_{q}$ and
let $\chi Y’$ $:= \sum_{y\in Y}\hat{y}\in V$ denote the chamcter stic vector of Y. Set $\delta$ $:= \min\{i\neq 0:E_{i}^{*}\chi_{Y}\neq$
$0\}$ ($minimu\uparrow n$ weight) and $\delta^{*}$ $:= \min\{j\neq 0 : E_{j}\chi_{Y}\neq 0\}$ . Suppose $t\in\{1,2, \ldots, D\}$ is
such that for every $1\leq r\leq t$ at least one of the following holds:
$|\{r\leq j\leq D-r : E_{j}\chi J’\neq 0\}|\leq\delta-r$ ,
$|\{r\leq i\leq D-r : E_{i}^{*}\chi l’\neq 0\}|\leq\delta^{*}-r$ .
Then the supports of the words of any fixed weight in $Y$ fonn a t-design.
Delsarte $Y$ $E_{j}\chi)’\neq 0$ E;\chi Y\perp $\neq 0$
$[$6, Chapter $6]^{6}$ $\delta^{*}$ $Y^{\perp}$ minilnum weight
Theorem 1.1 Theorem 3.1 $-$
extended ternary Golay code weight 3 $co$set (
) l-design
4 Irreducible T-modules and the displacement de-
composition
$T1_{1}eore\ln 3.1$ Terwilliger [16]
displacement $deconlposit_{d}ion$
$Halluuni_{11}g$ $H(D, q)$ Terwilliger $T$
$V$ $T$-
T- }$\tau^{\gamma}$, endpoint diameter
$r:=n\dot{u}n\{i:E_{i}^{*}7V\neq 0\}’$. $d:=|\{i:E_{i}^{*}M’/\neq 0\}|-1$
$\dagger 4^{f}$ 7:
$Tf!=E_{r}^{*}M^{/}\perp E_{r+1}^{*}W\perp\cdots\perp E_{r+d}^{*}I/T^{\gamma}=E_{r}M^{r}’\perp E_{r+1}M^{\gamma}\perp\cdots\perp E_{r+d}W$
primary T-module MO $r=0$ $d=D$ T-
Caughman [5, Lemmas 5.1,
7.1] $2r+d\geq D$
Terwilliger $\dagger\cdot t^{\gamma}$ displacement
:
$\eta:=2r+d-D$
Caughman $r\leq D_{:}r+d\leq D$ $0\leq?l\leq D$ $0\leq\prime l\leq D$
displacement $\text{ _{}?1}$ $T$- $V_{\eta}$
$V=V_{0}\perp I^{r_{1}}/\perp\cdots\perp V_{D}$
6 $[3, Se\alpha ion2.10]$
7 P-&Q\tilde $r$ $d$ $r^{*}:= \min\{j$ : $A_{j}^{1}W\neq$
$0\}$ (dual endpoint), $d^{*}:=|\{i:A_{j}Tt^{r}\neq 0\}|-1$ (dual diameter)
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[16, Theorem 6.2] split decomposition displacement decomposition








$\mathcal{L}$ $:=(\mathbb{F}_{q}\cup\{\circ\})^{D}$ $r_{u\prec v}\backslash \Leftrightarrow u_{i}=0$ or $u_{i}=t_{i}(1\leq i, \leq D)$
$[7]^{9}$
$(\mathcal{L}.\neg\prec)$ (graded) rallk $(u)=|\{i :u_{i}\neq 0\}|$
Halluning $H(D, q)$ $F_{q}^{D}$ $(\mathcal{L}_{\tau}\prec)$ top fibre





$c_{\succ,u}$ $:=$ { $x\in F_{q}^{D}$ ; $\tau r$ \gamma } $x\succ,u$ $x\succ,u$
$V_{D-t,t}$ [71 Hamlning $V0$
$C_{r}\succ u$ Hanuning $H(D-t, q)$
$l^{1}\in \mathcal{L}$ $t_{\neg}^{\prime\prec 0}$ $t$




5 Proof of Theorem 3.1
Theorem 3.1
Theorem 3. 1 Terwilliger
:
:For every $1\leq r\leq t$ at least one of the following holds:
$|\{r\leq j\leq D-r : E_{j}\chi_{1’}\neq 0\}|\leq\delta-r$
$|\{r\leq i\leq D-r : E_{i}^{*}\chi l’\neq 0\}|\leq\delta^{*}-r$
: $T1_{1}e$ supports of the words of any fixed weight in $Y$ form a t-design.
IV displacement $0$ $T$-
endpoint, $r$
$\dagger\phi^{r}=E_{r}^{*}M^{/}\perp E_{r+1}^{*}\dagger t^{r}\perp\cdots\perp E_{D-r}^{*}lt^{f}=E_{r}\dagger t^{j^{7}}\perp E_{r+1}tf^{\gamma}\perp\cdots\perp E_{D-r}T,i^{r}$
$1\leq r\leq t$ Terwilliger
$\chi_{Y}$
$T^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}1^{r}$ [12]




$T$- $1\leq r\leq t$ $T$- $l\dagger^{r}$
$r>t$ $\mathfrak{s},|/$
$r>0$ Displacement $0$ endpoint








(a) The supports of the words of weight $k$ in $Y$ form a t-design.
(b) The complements of the supports of the words of weight $k$ in $Y$ form a t-design.
Hamming $(\mathcal{L},\neg\prec)$ $t$ $0$
$u$ $E_{k}^{*}\chi l’$ $Y$ weight, $k$
(b) :
(c) $\langle E_{k}^{*}\chi l’, \chi\succ u\rangle$ depends only on $k,$ $t$ and is independent of tlie choice of $u$ .
$\iota\in \mathcal{L}$ (1) $l_{D-t,t}^{\gamma}$
$\chi_{\succ u}’-\chi_{\succ e},$ $\in V_{D-t.t}\cap(\Lambda I\hat{0})^{\perp}\subseteq\sum_{j=0}^{t}E_{j}U_{0}$ (3)
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